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ABSTRACT

A control system and method are disclosed for controlling the operation of a ball mill grinder device operative in conjunction with a spiral ore particle size classifier operative in a closed circuit arrangement. The sum of the new ore material feed rate and the recycled ore material feed rate of the ball mill is regulated to be substantially equal to the desired maximum material flow rate capacity of the ball mill. The desired control of the ball mill is determined in relation to the motor power consumed by the spiral classifier as a function of the recycle rate integrated over the period of screen retention time, and divided by that time, to provide the effective mean value of the recycle rate. The instantaneous value of the recycle rate, for each determined iteration time, is stored in a memory table and referenced in relation to the material retention time of the spiral classifier to establish the present recycle rate going back to the ball mill from the spiral classifier.

17 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures
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CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR BALL MILL AND SPIRAL CLASSIFIER IN CLOSED CIRCUIT

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

For the control of a grinding circuit including a spiral classifier apparatus, similar control problems are of concern with a ball mill grinding circuit including cyclones in the normal circuit. Each of these grinding circuits can be suitably controlled by regulating the sum of the new material feed rate and the recycle material feed rate, so that this sum is controlled to be substantially equal to the determined maximum material flow rate capacity of the ball mill itself. In this way, if the ore material hardness changes, or the ore material feed size distribution changes, these changes are reflected in the material recycle rate from the cyclone classifier and can be used to adjust the new material feed rate to maintain this sum substantially constant.

In the control of a cyclone ore particle size classifier, there is an almost instantaneous response between the ore material passing from the ball mill and into the cyclone classifier and then reporting to the underflow of the cyclone, but in the case of the spiral particle size classifier a time lag is present between the ground ore material leaving the ball mill discharge and reporting to the inlet of the spiral classifier and then being carried up the spiral classifier and recycled, in relation to oversize particles before this same material is recycled back to the ball mill inlet. This time delay means that in order to control the sum of the new ore material feed rate and the ore material recycle rate to be substantially constant, the control program must receive data taken from the operation of the spiral classifier and delay the consideration of this data in time until the recycled ore material is coming back into the ball mill or the signal used for that recycled ore material coming back into the ball mill truly reflects the present amount of the recycled ore material that is being returned to the ball mill. There is a further problem in that with a spiral particle size classifier, a screw device is used to move the ore material sands up an inclined trough container. The previous practice in some ball mill circuits has been to use the power drawn by the motor operating with this screw device as a measure of the amount of ore material sands being processed through the spiral classifier. This reflects the total amount of sands along the whole length of the classifier screw but the sands which are at the top of the classifier entered a retention time of 4 minutes earlier, assuming that 4 minutes is a typical retention time in the operation of a spiral classifier. Thusly, the sum total of the ore material load is thereby known, but the distribution of the ore material along the length of the spiral screw can vary, such that a substantial amount of ore material may be entering the spiral classifier at the present time but a lesser amount may have entered the classifier at some earlier time period and be recycled to the ball mill at the present time. It is known that most of the ore material particle size classification function occurs within the first spiral of the screw member, since the water is introduced into the first Spiral portion of the classifier device. Therefore, the determination of the recycle rate \( R \) can be reasonably established in relation to the operation of this first spiral portion, and the power difference load on the classifier motor due to the ore material sands carried by the screw member can be determined by the sum or integration of all the recycled ore material units carried by the respective spirals of the screw member. For example, if the screw member has sixteen spirals and the retention time is four minutes, then a recycle rate calculation every one-quarter minute will provide the respective ore material units carried by the spirals of the screw member and the sum of these units will indicate the total ore material load on the classifier motor.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

A related patent application Ser. No. 241,946 was filed Apr. 7, 1972 entitled "Control System And Method For A Reversed Ball Mill Grinding Circuit." by the same inventor and assigned to the same assignee.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

A general purpose digital computer control system is programmed for the desired control of a spiral classifier operating in conjunction with a ball mill grinder device in accordance with a determined control algorithm relationship between the classifier motor power \( P \) and the ore material recycle rate \( R \) from the classifier to the ball mill inlet under steady state conditions, as represented by the following control algorithm:

\[
P = K_s + \left( \frac{1}{K_t}\right) (R_m)
\]

where \( P \) is the power drawn by the loaded spiral classifier motor, \( K_s \) is a predetermined constant related to the power drawn by the spiral classifier motor when no load of ore material is present within the spiral classifier, \( K_t \) is a calibration factor to convert tons per hour into power, \( R_m \) is a steady state value of ore material recycle rate over a typical retention time \( T \).

Under changing conditions of operation of the ball mill grinder device circuit including a spiral classifier, this control algorithm converts to the following relationship:

\[
P_t = K_s + \frac{1}{K_t T} \int_{t=0}^{T} R \, dt
\]

where \( P_t \) is the power consumed by the spiral classifier and is determined in relation to the recycle rate integrated over the period of screen retention time \( T \) and divided by that time \( T \) to give the effective mean value of the recycle rate \( R_m \). The assumption is made that the power consumed by the spiral classifier motor is a linear function of the weight of the ore material being drawn up the screw regardless of how this total ore material weight is distributed along the length of the screw. \( K_t \) and \( K_s \) refers to the power and the material load on the screw.

The digital computer control program is operative to infer \( R \) from \( P_t \), with \( K_s \) and \( K_t \) being established previously by actual experiment with the ball mill grinder device operating in conjunction with the spiral.
classifier. If the instantaneous value of $R$ can be known for any point in time $t$, then the present recycle rate $R_t$ can be found by referring to a memory data storage table containing values of the recycle rate $R$ for each of predetermined iteration periods and vectoring down that data storage table to the value $R_t$ inserted $t$ minutes earlier.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

In FIG. 1 there is provided a block diagram of a ball mill grinder device operative with a spiral classifier.

In FIG. 2 there is schematically shown a digital computer process controller operative in accordance with the teachings of the present invention for controlling the operation of a motor operative such that the supply of new ore material is regulated in accordance with the recycle rate of oversize particle material from the spiral classifier such that the ball mill grinder device is operated at its desired maximum flow rate capacity.

In FIG. 3 there is provided a curve chart to illustrate a step change in recycle rate with the resulting variation of the classifier motor power and a ramped change in recycle rate with the resulting variation of classifier motor power.

In FIG. 4 there is provided an illustration of the memory data storage table maintained in conjunction with the iterative sampling of the actual ore material passing through the spiral classifier such that a determination of the amount of recycled ore passing back to the ball mill grinder device can be provided for the desired control of the ball mill grinder device in accordance with the teachings of the present invention.

In FIG. 5 there is provided an analog control system arrangement for a ball mill grinder device in accordance with the teachings of the present invention.

In FIG. 6 there is shown a transfer function block diagram to illustrate the teachings of the present invention.

**DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

The control of a ball mill grinder device circuit including a spiral particle size classifier can be provided in accordance with an established relationship between the spiral classifier motor power $P$ and the ore material recycle rate $R$ from the classifier to the inlet of the ball mill, which under steady state conditions is represented by the above control algorithm equation (1):

\[ P = K_o \pm \left( \frac{1}{K_i} \right) (R_m) \]  

(1)

Under changing conditions this process control algorithm converts to the equation (2):

\[ P_t = K_o + \frac{1}{K_i T} \int_{t-T}^{t} R \cdot dt \]  

(2)

which establishes the power consumed by the spiral classifier at time $t$ as the sum of the power required by the spiral classifier with no load of ore material passing through the classifier and the integral of the recycle rate over a period of screen retention time $T$ divided by that time to give the effective mean value of the recycle rate $R_m$.

From the above control algorithm equation (1) the change in classifier load can be deduced from the following relationship:

\[ \Delta R = R_t - R_{n+1} = K_i (P_t - P_{n}) \]  

(3)

where the subscripts represent the entries in a memory storage data table $N$ items long for an iteration interval $\Delta T$, and where the quantity $(N \Delta T)$ equals $T$. By rearranging the above equation (3), the following relationship can be obtained:

\[ R_t = K_i (P_t - P_{n}) + R_{n+1} \]  

(4)

However, due to the possibility of accumulative errors, it is not desirable to rely upon equation (4) alone. The control algorithm must also reflect the factors of equation (2) so far as the present value of $P$ is concerned.

A ratio $\beta$ of the present value of $R_n$ computed from above equation (1) to the sum of $R_t$ through $R_n$ can now be found such that equation (5) provides:

\[ \beta = \frac{K_i (P_t - P_{n})}{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} R_i} \]  

(5)

where all of the stored values of $R_t$ are now multiplied by $\beta$ so as to bring the table into correspondence with the present spiral classifier motor load.

The general purpose digital computer system control program instruction listing provided in Appendix A sets forth (a) the initialization of the control algorithm operation to set up the ore material recycle rate numbers in the memory storage table and (b) the control algorithm manipulation of data in the memory storage table. The actual application program instruction listing for real time control of a ball mill grinding circuit including a spiral particle size classifier by a general purpose digital computer system, would include the additional functions such as data input and output programs and the like as well known to persons skilled in this art.

In lines 100–210 of the program listing, there is set up the actual load being fed to the classifier inlet at one-fourth minute intervals. Thus, between subscripts 1 and 20, the load is constant at 200 T/H; a step change occurs at subscript 21 to a load of 210 T/H which is held constant through subscript 40; followed by a ramped rise, etc. The effect of noise is simulated by the function DNorm(0) in lines 120 and 210.

In lines 220–260 of the program listing, the program computes classifier power in accordance with equation (2) above. In this example, it has been assumed that $K_o = 0.0$ and $K_i = 0.05$.

In line 310 there is computed $R_1$ in accordance with equation (4).

In line 340 there is reflected equation (5).

In Line 350 there is multiplied previous values of $R$ by $\beta$.

The typical memory storage data table provided in Appendix B illustrates an operation of a ball mill
grinder device. Initially, data entry lines 1 through 20 correspond to a constant 200 tons/hour desired maximum material flow rate capacity for the ball mill, with the calculated power consumed by the spiral classifier motor being included in the first column. The second column is the actual ore material feed-in to the ball mill device from the new ore material supply. The third column is the computed feed-in which represents the product of the correction factor \( \beta \) times the actual feed-in. The fourth column represents the recycle rate \( R \) from the spiral classifier to the ball mill device, such that 16 iteration periods are provided between the data entry in the third computed feed-in column as compared to the fourth “recycle rate to the ball mill” column. In the print out there is shown the correspondence between actual and computed values and also how the numbers would be picked off the map so that the present recycle to the mill can be estimated from the feed rate 4 minutes and 16 program iterations earlier.

In accordance with the teachings of the present invention, an interpretation of the spiral classifier motor power provides a meaningful estimate to determine the ore material being recycled to the ball mill grinder device at the present time, even though this ore material entered the spiral classifier a typical retention time of 4 minutes earlier. For this purpose, an integration is made of the amount of ore material entering during each iteration period within the retention time of 4 minutes, and the power drawn by the spiral classifier is related to that integrated amount. This integration of the ore material loading would be the same as though the mean ore material load for each iteration time period had been present during the whole of the 4-minute retention time \( T \). There is an attenuation effect, even though there may be a step change in the material recycle rate from the classifier to the ball mill as shown by curve A in FIG. 3, between the mill recycle rate and the classifier motor power. If the amount of recycled ore material can be determined, there is no problem in effecting the desired control of the ball mill grinder device operation. The constraint for the operation of the spiral classifier is on the motor load.

The above equation (1) represents the desired control relationship to be provided between the motor power drawn by the spiral classifier motor and the effective mean recycle rate \( R_m \), where \( K_s \) is the power drawn with no material sands moving up the spiral of the classifier and \( R_m \) is the constant or steady state value of the material recycle rate back to the ball mill over a retention time \( T \) such as 4 minutes. \( K_s \) is a calibration factor to convert tons/hour into power, such that \( 1/K_s \) is the provided gain on the control system. The retention time \( T \) is a variable and in a practical application would be determined in relation to the actual rotation of the classifier spiral which may be 2½ revolutions per minute and in relation to the number of spirals along the length of the classifier to establish the actual retention time of a given unit portion of ore material passing through the classifier. An ideal data iteration interval would be one rotation of the classifier spiral, because then the motor power over one revolution would integrate out to give the mean power per cycle of the classifier spiral.

The memory data storage table provides typically 16 pieces of data for each retention time \( T \). Thusly, \( P \) is the mean power over one revolution of the spiral and if the recycle rate is changing, the equation (2) relationship applies where the power at time \( t \) is equal to \( K_s + 1/K \times K_t \) times the integral of \( R \) between \( t \) and \( t-T \), which represents the integral over the last \( N \) iterations of the recycle rate with respect to time. In this way, \( R \) is inferred from \( P \) with \( p \) being measured with a hall effect amplifier or some other suitable well-known kilowatt transducer. The constant \( K_s \) is measured experimentally when the spiral classifier is operating with no ore material load.

The memory data table shown in Appendix B includes \( N \) iterations where \( N \) is chosen as 16. The values of \( P \) in column 1 are converted to recycle rate \( R \) as shown in column 2 through the use of above equation (2). The column 3 corrected data is determined by multiplying the data in column 2 by the calculated conversion factor \( \beta \) as shown in above equation (5). The data shown in column 4 is the recycle rate to the ball mill, vectored down for the provided 16 iterations during a typical retention time \( T \) such that the column 4 indication is the ore material recycle rate leaving the spiral classifier and returning to the inlet of the ball mill grinding device.

The power at any time is utilized to establish the recycle rate \( R \) by the above equation (2) in relation to the integration of the recycle rate over the previous 4-minute retention time including 16 iterations of data. It should be understood that it is not critical how the ore material is distributed physically along the length of the spiral classifier, such that a larger amount of ore material can be present in the middle and smaller portions of ore material at the ends of the spiral classifier. The integration of this ore material will remain the same regardless of the ore material distribution. Thusly, between any two iterations, the difference in the ore material recycle rate between what is coming into the classifier \( R \) and what is leaving the spiral classifier and going to the ball mill \( R_t \) can be determined from above equation (4) in relation to the change in power \( (P_1 - P_2) \) times a constant \( K_t \). The relationship reflects the change in the recycle rate between what is coming in and what is going out of the spiral classifier. Thusly, in equation (4) there is set forth the recycle rate \( R \) of ore material now going back into the ball mill grinding device, in relation to \( K_t \) times the difference in power \( (P_1 - P_2) \) plus what ore material is now entering the spiral classifier device \( R_{in} \). The relationship of above equation (4) is rather sensitive in actual control operation, in that the quantity \( (P_1 - P_2) \) can be a rather small number and there is a likelihood of error in the resulting control operation using above equation (4). Thusly, the correction factor \( \beta \) as determined in equation (5) in relation to the quantity \( K_t \) times the present value of power \( P_1 \) minus the no load constant \( K_t \) to represent the mean effective recycle rate now as the integration over all that was previously determined and divided by the summation of all the recycle rate values stored in the data table and shown in column two of Appendix B. If the correction factor \( \beta \) is now multiplied times the data values in the column two, the computed recycle ore material \( R_{com} \) is determined as a function of the current total power as a technique for correcting past errors. Thusly, \( \beta \) is the ratio of the present mean effect of recycle rate divided by the sum of the assumed recycle rates for the previous 16 iterations as determined by above equation (4). \( R_{com} \) is the recycle rate at location 1 in the data table.
with the data table having 16 data storage locations. Thusly, there is placed in column two of the above illustrated Appendix B data table at location 1 the data for $R_1$, which is the estimated recycle rate at the present time calculated according to above equation (4). There is already stored in column two the previous iteration data at table locations 2 through 16, with the data $R_2$ corresponding to the recycle rate one iteration earlier and calculated according to equation (4). While the data for recycle rate $R_n$ stored in table location 16 was the recycle rate 16 iterations earlier, it should be realized that it has been multiplied successively by $\beta$ for each iteration or for 16 recycle rate calculation occurrences. Thusly, every time a new data value for recycle rate is placed in table location 1, there is a consideration of all the data in the other 15 table data storage locations, which perhaps do not equal $R_m$ calculated according to equation (1) when they should equal $R_m$, and the correction factor $\beta$ is utilized to modify all of these earlier calculated values of recycle rate as desired. Thusly, when the recycle rate $R_n$ is calculated at the present time and stored in data location 1 in column two of the storage table, which for purposes of example can be assumed to be 150 tons an hour, when this value of $R_n$ is modified by the correction factor $\beta$ it may become 151.5 tons an hour such that the correction factor $\beta$ adapts the information in column two as estimated by the operation of equation (4) into the real time value of the material recycle rate as represented by above equation (1). Thusly, equation (4) provides an estimate of the material recycle rate based upon a change in the spiral classifier motor power, and the sum of all the changes over the past 16 iterations as calculated should be equivalent to the real time ore material recycle rate, to provide the desired real time average recycle rate.

The desired maximum material flow rate capacity of the ball mill device is determined experimentally by running the ball mill with increasing amounts of new ore material supplied to the ball mill circuit until the ball mill chokes, and then reducing this flow rate slightly to allow a desired margin of operational tolerance. Once this desired maximum capacity is established, it does not change and the real time variable of the process operation is the ore hardness changes and the like which are reflected in the calculated recycle rate to the mill. Once the iterated recycle rate of ore material coming back to the ball mill is established as set forth in column 3 of Appendix B and transposed as set forth in column 4, the new ore material supply is controlled in accordance with the sum of the iterated recycle rate and the new feed rate being held substantially equal to the desired maximum capacity of the ball mill grinding device.

The above data table shown in Appendix B illustrates the operation of the control of the ball mill grinding device circuit in accordance with the teachings of the present invention for a first new ore material supply to the circuit of a constant 200 tons/hour, which is then increased at data lines 21 through 40 as a step function to a constant 210 tons/hour, and at data lines 41 through 60 this is increased at a ramp up to 220 tons/hour; and for data lines 61 through 70 is held constant at 220 tons/hour, and then for data lines 71 through 100 is ramped down to 205 tons/hour and for data lines 101 through 119 is held constant at 205 tons/hour. This data table example is provided for the purpose of illustrating the control system operation of the present invention.

The ball mill grinding device control system in accordance with the teachings of the present invention prevents overloading of the ball mill because the recycle rate is not allowed to become greater than desired, such that the ball mill is not permitted to choke and in effect it permits the ball mill circuit to operate much closer to its desired maximum ore material throughput.

In FIG. 1, there is shown a new ore material supply 20 operative with a ball mill grinder device 10 connected in circuit with a spiral particle size classifier 12, such that the ground ore material leaving the ball mill grinder device passes through a conduit 11 to the spiral classifier 12 and the resulting output production material having a particle size less than the provided cutoff of the spiral classifier leaves through conduit 16 as overflow production and the particle size material larger than the provided desired cutoff passes through conduit 18 as recycle feed material back to the ball mill grinder device 10. A motor 14 is operative to drive the spiral classifier 12, and a power sensing device 22 provides an output signal in accordance with the present load on the motor 14.

In FIG. 2 the ball mill grinder device 10 is shown operative with the spiral classifier 12, with a pump 13 being provided to pump the ore material slurry leaving the ball mill grinder device to the spiral classifier 12. The output production overflow leaves through the conduit 16, while the oversize recycled ore material passes through the conduit 18 back to the inlet of the ball mill grinder device. The new ore material supplied to the ball mill circuit is determined by the operation of a motor 30 operative with a conveyor 32 or the like, with a digital computer process controller 34 sensing the operation of the ball mill grinder circuit in accordance with the teachings of the present invention for determining the operation of the motor 30 through a suitable motor control 36 such that the sum of the recycled ore material feed rate $R$ through the conduit 18 and the new material feed rate $W$ determined by operation of the motor 30 and the conveyor 32 is controlled by the digital computer process controller 34 to be equal to the predetermined desired maximum material flow rate capacity of the ball mill grinder device 10.

In FIG. 3, curve A illustrates a step change in the recycled material passing from the spiral classifier to the ball mill grinder device, and curve B illustrates the resulting change in the classifier motor load power $P$. Curve C illustrates a ramped change in the ore material recycle rate $R$ from the spiral classifier to the ball mill grinding device and curve D illustrates the resulting change in the classifier motor load power $P$.

In FIG. 4, there is schematically illustrated the data table stored in the memory of the digital computer process controller 34, which data table corresponds to column 4 of Appendix B. As the ground ore material passes from the ball mill grinder device 10, it enters the spiral classifier 12 at the section indicated as "1" for the first rotation or iteration of the spiral classifier, after which it passes through the section 210 tons/hour, and then successively through the 16 physical sections of the spiral classifier corresponding to spirals of the screw driven by the motor 14 and operative to move the ore material through the spiral classifier 12. In the memory data table 35, the calculated ore material recycle rate as shown in column 3 of Appendix B, which is modified
by the correction factor $\beta$ to adjust the estimated recycle rate as shown in column 2 to the real time recycle rate as shown in column 3, is entered into the data table section 1 and is subsequently moved through the data table such that the real time recycle rate in data table section 16 corresponds to the actual material in the spiral classifier section 16 that will be recycled to the inlet of the ball mill grinding device during the next iteration period. The digital computer process controller 34 utilizes this data from the memory data table 35 in conjunction with the sensed supply of new ore material for the ball mill grinding device such that the sum of the new ore material $W$ plus the actual recycled ore material $R$ to the ball mill grinding device is made equal to the predetermined and desired maximum flow rate capacity of the ball mill grinding device.

In FIG. 5 there is shown an analog control system operative with a ball mill grinding device 10 in a closed circuit arrangement with a spiral classifier 12 which spiral classifier is driven by motor 14. The motor power $P$, sensed by the power sensing device 22, is related to the total amount of ore material supplied to the spiral classifier 12. The quantity $K_0$ is related to the amount of power required to operate the classifier 12 when there is no ore material passing through the classifier 12. The output of the summing junction 23 indicates the difference power required for moving the load of ore material through the classifier 12. At multiplier 24 the product of the factor $K_1$ with the difference power provides an indication of the amount of recycle material $R$ actually so moved by that difference power. The analog signal $R$ is converted into a digital signal and entered into the programmed sequencer 25 operative with a clock 27, which may include a contact switch responsive to revolutions of the spiral within the spiral classifier. The programmed sequencer 25 functions to retain the iterated recycle rates for a desired retention time and then outputs a digital signal in accordance with the present ore material recycle rate from the spiral classifier 12 to the ball mill grinding device 10. This digital signal is converted to an analog signal and supplied to a summing junction 35.

In relation to the principal constraint on the grinding circuit being the ball mill grinding device throughput, that is, the sum of the new feed rate plus the recycle rate, this constraint is almost independent of mill feed size distribution and ore grindability and is a stabilizing influence if controlled substantially constant in that the retention time or the retention time distribution thereby also remains substantially constant. For the analog control circuit arrangement as shown in FIG. 5, the quantity $R$ is the ore material recycle rate from the spiral classifier to the ball mill grinding device. The quantity $P$ is the classifier motor power as sensed by the device 22. $W$ is the new ore material feed rate from the new ore supply 32 as determined by a motor control 36. The quantity $D$ is the desired total ball mill grinder device load and the quantity $C$ is the maximum allowable power for the motor of the spiral classifier 12. The relationship of the ore material recycle rate $R$ to the classifier motor power $P$ under steady state conditions as shown by above control algorithm equation (1) can be represented by the following:

\[ R = K_1 (P - K_2). \] (6)

To hold the grinding ball mill device throughput substantially constant under normal conditions, the following relationship can be provided:

\[ W = D - R. \] (7)

Should the classifier motor power $P$ tend to exceed the maximum allowable motor power $C$, the new ore feed rate $W$ should be reduced in an effort to cause the classifier motor $P$ to assume the same value as the maximum allowable power $C$. Thusly, control equation (7) can be rewritten as follows:

\[ W = D - R - K_2 \frac{1}{K_0} (P - C) dt \] (8)

The integral term of the above equation (8) is inhibited from becoming negative, so that it would be inoperative as soon as the integral term had dropped to zero, in reference to the control circuit arrangement shown in FIG. 5 by the diode 26 which functions to inhibit the integral term from becoming negative.

The control arrangement shown in FIG. 5 is operative in accordance with above control equation (8) to provide a reference value $W_{r_1}$ for the new ore feed item which is compared at summing junction 28 with the sensed actual value $W_{r_2}$ of the new ore feed rate from the supply 32 to the ball mill grinding device 10. The junction 31 provides the difference relationship $(P - C)$ and the controller 33 provides the desired integral quantity $K_3$ times the integral of $(P - C)$ in relation to time $dt$. The summing junction 35 provides the quantity $R + K_3$ times the integral of $(P - C) dt$, and the summing junction 37 provides the relationship in accordance with the above control equation (8). The reference value $W_{r_1}$ of the new ore material feed rate for controlling the operation of the ball mill grinding device circuit including the spiral classifier is thereby provided.

In FIG. 6 there is shown a transfer function block diagram to illustrate the teachings of the present invention in regard to the functional relationships between the provided control parameters and operation and the controlled ore material grinding process. The block diagram illustrates the transfer functions which are time dependent and also the summing nodes or multipliers where the effects are not time dependent. Where the time variable is considered, a Laplace operator is provided. A desired set point $D$ for the total load on the ball mill is compared at summing node 37 in accordance with control equation (8) to provide an ore material feed rate reference signal $W_{r_1}$. At summing node 28 the actual feed rate $W_1$ is compared to provide a feed rate error signal as the set point for a feed controller 36. The latter feed controller 36 has both a gain $K_0$ and a reset function represented by $1/T_{S}$ with $S$ being the Laplace operator. The gain and the reset are summed and the output controls the new ore supply 32 for controlling the feed rate of the ore material going to the ball mill 10. The actual feed rate represented by $W_2$ comes back as a negative feedback. The controlled process includes the mill and the spiral classifier in series. The operation of the spiral classifier 12 is reflected in the power signal $P$. At summing node 23, the no load power $K_3$ is subtracted and then multiplied by $1/K_0$ to transform power into a signal reflecting the instanta-
neous recycle rate. The transfer function 25 represents a distance velocity, where e" is the Laplace form of the distance lag, so the summing node 31 is provided as an override to prevent overloading of the spiral classifier motor. The motor power P is compared with the maximum allowable power C and should this result become positive as would happen if power became excessive, the output would start reducing the rate of feed to limit the motor power to some maximum value. The summing nodes can be operational amplifiers or they can just be resistors in which the voltages are subtracted. The distance velocity lag is provided by taking the analog input signals and converting them to a digital signal and simulating the distance lag by use of the memory storage table which is being continuously updated, and the output has to be converted back to analog form to be operative with the analog controller. Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 4, this whole control arrangement can be implemented digitally, as well known to persons skilled in this art.

**APPENDIX A**

SCREEN 04/10/72

100 DIMENSION P(200),W(200),X(200)

110 DO I = 1,20: W(I) = 200.0

120 W(I)=W(I)+0.01*DNRNOM(1)

130* DNRNOM(1) INTRODUCES "NOISE" ON THE WEIGHT SIGNAL

140 P(I)=W(I)/20.0

150* P(I) IS THE POWER IN KWATTS

160 1 X(I)=P(I)*20.0

170* STEP AND RAMP CHANGES IN INLET RECIRCULATION RATE TO SCREEN

180 DO 2 I = 21,49: 2 W(I) = 210.0; DO 3 I = 41,60; 3 W(I) = W(I)+0.5

190 DO 4 I = 61,70; 4 W(I) = W(I)+0.01; DO 5 I = 71,100; 5 W(I) = W(I)+0.01

200 & W(I)=W(I)-0.5; DO 6 I = 101,130; 6 W(I)=W(I)-0.01

210 DO 50 I = 21,130; 50 W(I) = W(I)+0.01*DNRNOM(1)

220* COMPUTE POWER DURING CLASSIFIER LOAD CHANGES

230 DO 9 I = 20,130; N = I-15; P(I) = 0

240 DO 7 J = N,1

250 7 P(J)=P(I)+0.5*W(J)/16.0

260 9 CONTINUE

270*

280 PRINT,"ENTER NO. RUNS"; INPUT, ITGT

290 N = 4: n2 = 1

300 I = 20; 8 IF(I=ITGT-19) 10,1000,1000; 10 I = 1+1

310 X(I)=20.0*P(I)-P(I-1)+X(I-16)

320 TOT=0.0

330 N=I-15

340 DO 11 J = N1,1; 11 TOT=TOT+X(J)*0.0625;

350 FACT=20.0*P(I)/TOT

350 DO 12 J = N1; 12 X(J)=FACT*X(J); GO TO 8

360 1000 DO 13 J = 1,20; 13 PRINT

370 300,J,*,X(J),X(J-16)

380 300 FORMAT(1H,16,5X,3F15.7)

390 310 FORMAT(1H,16,5X,4F15.7)

400 STOP: END
What is claimed is:

1. In a control system for an ore grinding circuit including at least one particle size spiral classifier operative with a ball mill grinding device, the combination of means for sensing the motor power of said classifier in relation to the ore material passing through said classifier for each of a plurality of iteration periods related to the function operation of said spiral classifier, means for sensing the actual supply of new ore material to said ball mill grinding device, stored program control computer means for determining the recycle rate of ore material from said spiral classifier to said ball mill grinding device in relation to said motor power for at least a predetermined one of said iteration periods, and means for controlling the desired supply of new ore material to said ball mill grinding device for said one iteration period in accordance with a predetermined relationship including said actual supply of new ore material and said recycle rate of ore material.

2. The control system of claim 1, with the determination of the recycle rate being in accordance with the relationship:

\[ P_t = K_0 - \frac{1}{K_1 T} \int_0^t R \, dt \]

where \( P_t \) is the motor power of the spiral classifier at time \( t \), \( K_0 \) is the power required by the spiral classifier with no load of ore material passing through the classifier and the integral of the recycle rate \( R \) over the period of ore material retention time \( T \) including said plurality of said iteration periods sets forth the motor power in relation to the ore material recycled from said classifier to said ball mill grinding device.

3. The control system of claim 1, with said desired supply of new ore material to said ball mill grinding device being controlled in accordance with the relationship:

\[ W_{error} = W_x - W_s \]

where \( W_x \) is the actual supply of ore material.

4. The control system of claim 1, with said stored program control computer means for determining the recycle rate being responsive to the operation of said classifier such that a recycle rate is established for each of said plurality of iteration periods related to the functional operation of said classifier, and with said sensed motor power of the classifier being representative of the sum of all the determined recycle rates during a predetermined ore material retention period including said plurality of iteration periods.

5. A control system for an ore material grinding circuit including a spiral classifier operative with an ore material grinding device, said control system including means for sensing the motor power of said classifier in relation to each of a plurality of iteration periods related to the functional operation of said classifier, means for sensing the actual supply of ore material to said grinding device, stored program control computer means for determining the recycle rate of the ore material returning to said grinding device for each of said iteration periods in relation to said motor power of said classifier and for determining a desired supply of ore material to said grinding device for each of said iteration periods in relation to said recycle rate and said actual supply of ore material, and means for controlling the supply of ore material to said grinding device for each of said iteration periods in accordance with said desired supply of ore material.

6. The control system of claim 5, with said stored program control computer means for determining the recycle rate being operative to determine a recycle rate for each of said plurality of iteration periods related to the functional operation of said classifier such that said motor power is related to the sum of all the recycle rates during a predetermined ore material retention time period including said plurality of iteration periods for said classifier.

7. A method for controlling an ore material grinding circuit including at least one spiral classifier operative with a ball mill grinding device, said method including the steps of:

- sensing the motor power of said classifier in relation to the ore material passing through said classifier for each of a plurality of iteration periods related to the functional operation of said classifier,
- sensing the actual supply of ore material passing to said ball mill grinding device,
- establishing the present recycle rate of ore material from said classifier to said ball mill grinding device for each of said iteration periods in relation to said motor power, and
- providing a desired ore material feed to said grinding device for each of said iteration periods in accordance with a desired relationship between the actual supply of ore material and said recycle rate of ore material.

8. The method of claim 7, with the step of establishing the present recycle rate of ore material being in consideration of a predetermined relationship with the recycle rate established for each of said plurality of iteration periods related to the functional operation of said classifier.

9. The method of claim 8, with the established recycle rate for each iteration period being updated such that said motor power is related to the sum of all the updated recycle rates.

10. In apparatus for controlling a ball mill grinding device operative with a spiral particle size classifier, the combination of means for sensing the motor power of said classifier for each of a predetermined number of iteration intervals related to the operation of said classifier with ore material passing through said classifier, stored program control computer means for determining an ore material recycle rate from said classifier to said ball mill grinding device for each of said iteration intervals, for determining a mean recycle...
control the new material feed rate to said ball mill
generator device being responsive to the determined present
recycle rate of the ore material presently being recycled from said classifier to said ball mill
generator device.

16. In a control system for an ore grinding circuit includ-
ing at least one particle size spiral classifier opera-
tive with a ball mill grinding device, the combination of
means for sensing the motor power of said classifier
in relation to the ore material passing through said
spiral classifier for each of a plurality of iteration
periods related to the functional operations of said
spiral classifier,
means for sensing the actual supply of new ore mate-
rial to said ball mill grinding device,
means for determining the recycle rate of ore mate-
rial from said spiral classifier to said ball mill grind-
ing device in relation to said motor power for each
of said plurality of iteration periods, and
means for controlling the desired supply of new ore
material to said ball mill grinding device for each
of the iteration periods in accordance with a prede-
termined relationship including said actual supply of
new ore material and said recycle rate of ore mate-
rial.

17. The control system of claim 16, with said recycle
rate established for each of said plurality of iteration
periods being related to the functional operation of said
classifier, and with said sensed motor power of the clas-
sifier being related to the sum of the respective deter-
mained recycle rates for said plurality of iteration pe-
riods.

* * * * *